Thomas Cook
empowers resort
reps with MATS®
800 resort reps connected to central
customer relations team
Customer issues can now be resolved in
just 20 minutes
Automated communications and
improved customer experience
Reduced costs
Superior analytics and root cause analysis
Improved collaboration with resorts
and hotels

“Probably the fastest process and
systems improvement project
we’ve seen in the business.”
David Spickett, Head of Lean Capability.
Thomas Cook, UK
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“I can do my job better,
quicker, more efficiently.”
LIZ MORGAN, HEAD RESORT REPRESENTATIVE
THOMAS COOK, LANZAROTE

info@matssoft.com
www.matssoft.com
+44 (0) 330 363 0300
+1 (800) 407 1920

compensate customers. The new
process is much faster for customers and
more efficient for the company.

